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Summary:
Coming to Seville is like seeing Spain on parade.

Tapas. Flamenco. Bullfighting. Art. Poetry. Pottery. Architecture. Style. History. Cervicitas!

Seville , in the southern Spanish region called Andalusia , is what many people describe as ˆt
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Article Body:
Coming to Seville is like seeing Spain on parade.

Tapas. Flamenco. Bullfighting. Art. Poetry. Pottery. Architecture. Style. History. Cervicitas!

Seville , in the southern Spanish region called Andalusia , is what many people describe as ˆt

A city that closes down between the hours of 2 and 5 pm , it makes the perfect holiday destina
WHERE TO STAY

` El centro ´, the historical centre of the city, is where the beer and tapas forever flow and
RESTAURANTS & BARS
Seville is tapas bar heaven. Here is a selection worth checking out:
Coloniales ˘ famous for large, cheap tapas. Very popular spot, you might even meet someone!

La Alameda is the local word on the place to go for night life in this city. La Alameda is act
FOOD MUST TRIES

You are in Spain , so repeat after me: 1) I am not afraid of oil, or anything (and everything)
MUST SEES
* Real Alcázar. This enchanting building was a fortress from the Muslim-era and later changed

* Plaza de España. A truly spectacular plaza, equal with any in the country. It was the centre

* A Flamenco Show. Seville is one of the legendary homes of flamenco. You can opt for a touris

* Cathedral and the Giralda. The cathedral is the largest Gothic building in the world and the
* Plaza de Toros de la Real Maestranza Museum (Seville´s Bullring). This is one of the oldest

* Museo de Bellas Artes ( Museum of Fine Art ) is categorised as a major worldscale museum and

In Seville , the spirit of Spain engulfs you. When I visited I felt naked without a flamenco f
ENJOY!

* Cervecita: a social little glass of beer taken either at lunch or at dinner, or, delightfull
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